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Jonah Shacknai and
others at interview:
"ask me during
interview if I had
kids or was going to
have kids as a
condition of hiring."

Jonah Shacknai and Claude
Maraoui: "I was asked if I was
married and had children. I
explained that I was married
and had two daughters. I was
questioned about my ability
"Jonah Shaknai and Ralph Bohrer asked if I was married, had children or to work and have children.
was planning on getting married in the near future. I was also asked if I My husband is an
was willing to entertain my doctors during evening or weekend hours. In optometrist and I was
addition, Vince Ippolito mentioned that the company was seeking people questioned about why I
who put “career before family,” and did not wish to hire those that would wanted to work based on my
put “family over career.”"
husband's occupation."

Inappropriate
Interview
Process
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

Jonah Shacknai
interview: "Discussed
my ethnicity- asked
what race I was (I am
Japanese). Jonah stated
that he disliked the
Japanese - especially
the women - found
Jim Rigby and Jonah
them to be very cold
Shacknai: "are you
and distant. He stated
married? Family
he liked Southeast
plans? If you are
Asian women much
looking for a job with better. This made me
quality of life, then this very uncomfortable.
isn't the job for you.
Felt like I had to agree
This job requires all
with him or I wouldn't
hours of work."
get the job."

Jonah Shacknai
interview:
"Questions
received that
were
inappropriate
were relating to
my family and
later marital
status and
whether I was
planning on
expanding my
family."
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"Ms. [B] was only interviewed by men. Specifically, she interviewed
with Doug Turley in August 2005; then completed final round
interviews with Rock Beck (recruiting), Vince Ippolito (VP Sales
Dermatology), Rick Havens (Director of Sales), and Jonah Shacknai
(CEO). Prior to the interview, the recruiter for Medicis explained to
Ms. [B] how important her appearance and dress code would be.
She informed Ms. [B] that she would need to wear her best designer
suit, designer shoes and accessories. Ms. [B] was told that her
appearance would be a key factor in their decision making... Topics
of improper questioning: 1) Havens had no interest in her “brag
book”/resume but rather asked what magazines she read to learn
Richard Nevin and about fashions and trends 2) Jonah told her she needed Restylane
Michael McMyne: "I injections for her appearance 3) During her field training at the start
was specifically told of her employment, Ms. [B] was asked whether she was married
Inappropriate that Medicis is the and if she had plans to become pregnant. 4) The men used
'boys club' and that I intimidation during her interview by informing her that if one of the
Interview
should do
executives did not like her, they would call a cab and send her
Process
everything I can to home."
(Relevant
Quotes)
prove myself."
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Jonah Shacknai: "I actually
interviewed twice for the
same job. The first time I did
not get the job. The second
time I interviewed, I was told
that I now fit the Medicis
Richard Nevin, Vicne standard and that Medicis
Ippolito, Jonah
sales reps were considered
Shacknai: "I was asked to be the best looking in the
if was married- plans industry and that I had to
to get married. What I keep up with this
thought of children." appearance."

Jonah Shacknai, Richard Havens, Robert Nevin: "I was getting
married 5/2000. I was asked about my pregnancy plans and if I
would continue to work. I was questioned about if my marriage
(upcoming nuptials) would last &/or if it was worth it … I was
told that women at Medicis had limited careers if they had
babies."
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Richard Havens:
"asked if I was
married or
planned to get
married."

Vince Ippolito and other managers: "At
the end of my interview process, after
multiple meetings … my manager told
me he was ready to hire me as long as I
answered one more question- why was I
wanting to take a job in San Diego when I
lived in Santa Barbara? ... They were
clearly forcing me to discuss my
relationship status which happened to
include my long-time boyfriend in law
school at USD in San Diego. The manager
pushed and pushed and as soon as I told
him about my boyfriend, he said that 'it
makes sense now' and he officially
offered the job to me on that same
phone call I don't believe a male
potential hire would ever be questioned
in this manner . . . The patriarchal
establishment lef by senior executievs
would not hire me, a single woman, until
I divulged my relationship status."

Jonah Shacknai: "Jonah
conducted my final interview
and employment was
incumbent upon his approval.
Jonah questioned me
regarding my children, their
ages, my marital status, my
spouse's employment, my
"need to work" …. He made
inquiries about my household
Inappropriate financial situation and
"money motivation." His
Interview
questions were blatantly
Process
unethical and
(Relevant
Quotes)
discriminatory."

"[Ippolito and I] started out by speaking about my time
with their competitor, Allergan and how much I liked
my New York City territory and how I had succes
building relationships with the same accounts I would
have in the potential Medicis territory. Then in
discussing those doctors, Ippolito stared at me, shook
Richard Nevin: "was
his head and said in a doubtful voice "You have a
questioned regarding husband who is a surgeon and you have two infants,
marital status, as well why do you want to work?" Of course I found this
as children, spouses extremely demeaning, sexist and discriminatory ... I
travel with work and then met with Shacknai. I was shocked to hear a similar
how that would
pattern of questioning about my infant twins. Why
impact my ability as
would I want to work? Wouldn't I prefer to stay home
well as if I had
with them? Once again I found this demeaning and
children."
sexist."

Richard Nevin: "During
interview (5th interview I
had in the process), he
said I reminded him of his
mother and that was not
a good thing. I responded,
"well, if you hire me you
can work out some of
your mother issues and
save yourself some
therapy." and he said,
"against my better
judgment I will hire you."

Robert Nevin: "Why I
wasn't married? Asked
about football (I used to
play in Women's
League). Said hot women
like me don't play
football."
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Jonah Shacknai, Richard
Havens: "asked if I had
marital plans. Asked about
my family upbringing as if
selecting new hires based
on their personal drive due
to a dysfunctional
upbringing." and "Asked to
participate in ride along
with a new hire & inquire
about her marital plans &
childbearing plans by
manager Robert Ingersoll."

"Prior to my interview I was told by soon-to-bemanager what to wear to the interview. I was
strongly advised to wear high red heels, to carry
a Louis Vuitton handbag and wear a dress or a
skirt. Jonah Shacknai asked me to sell him
Restylane in our interview . . . I began the sales
scenario with a suggestion to train his nurse Suzy
to do the injections, that way he could continue
to grow his practice without interrupting his
current schedule. Jonah replied, 'Who? Suzy!
Have you seen her? She is so frumpy and fat . . .
Jonah Shacknai,
she neds to be on Weight Watchers. She could
Rick Havens, Tim "During my job interview CEO Jonah Shacknai asked me about my childbearing plans when he
not be my nurse injector." I was stunned. I did
Waite: "Asked
asked 'are you planning on working once you start a family?'. He then followed that question with a not know how to respond in the interview / sales
about spouse and question that was irrelevant to my ability to perform the job when he asked, 'what does your
scenario, I wondered if he was joking, but he was
children."
husband do for a living?'"
not."

Inappropriate
Interview
Process
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A
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"I was interviewed by Claude Maraoui in October
2011. Mr Maraoui asked me an incredible number
of questions all about my marital and relationship
status, multiple questions about my daughter and
status as a single mother, whether I had someone
to watch my daughter during times I would be
working, and he also inquired about what my
relationship status was at the time" and "I
interviewed with Rob Catlin on the evening of
Halloween 2011. Mr. Catlin was well aware that I,
and was at the time, a single mother raising my
now 9-year-old child. Of course, I had plans to take
my daughter triack-or-treating for Halloween, but
this fact did not impact Mr. Catlin's decision to
have our interview at 5:00 pm on Halloween
evening."

"Jonah Shacknai, CEO, had a scheduling conflict and strangely,
I was asked if I wanted to fly back home to NY and come back
to Arizona next week, or stay an extra few days in Arizona
because Jonah needs to "see me." Based on my experience in
the industry, this was highly unusual, as lower level managers
typically do the interviewing and hiring. I stayed over in
Inappropriate Arizona to meet with Jonah Shacknai (CEO). Much to my
surprise he asked during the interview if I was married. As the
Interview
interview continued he then inquired as to whether I had any
Process
children ... he went so far as o ask whether my husband and I
(Relevant
Quotes)
were planning to have any children.. AND WHEN!."

Havens, Maraoui,
Jonah: "Was I married?
How many children did
I have? Who was taking
care of my children?" N/A
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Vince Ippolito: "I
was asked how
many children I
have. I was asked
if I planned to
have anymore
[sic]. Asked if I
had a good
marriage."

"During the interview process, I was asked
by both Claude Maraoui and Jonah
Shacknai if I was engaged or married. I was
also asked about personal goals regarding
childbearing, and how I would handle
having children with my career goals."
N/A

Claude
Maraoui, Doug
Turley: "Did I
want more
children? Was I
going to be able
to dedicate to
the job with
kids? Was I still
married?"
N/A
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"Stacey Healey and Courtney Sander:
During the interview process I was
asked about my age. I was later
asked wether I was single and if I had
any children. Vince Ippolito: He
asked me if I was single. He said it
was a very demanding job and that
someone who is married or has
family could [sic] do this. It would be
"In my initial phone interview, Ms. Healey repeatedly asked me whether the size of my territory and the demands challenging for them. Jonah
of the job would be a problem for me. During my subsequent interview on February 9, 2011, Erin Browder asked me Shacknai: 'Are you single?' 'Where's
if I was married, what my husband did for a living and how many children I had. She asked whether I had ever been your family from?' 'Do you have
away from my baby overnight and whether I would be able to spend a night away from my baby. I learned that the children?' He asked me about my
previous Sales Specialist who covered my territory did not have children. Ms. Browder also asked my friend, Missy ethnicity; he told me his girlfriend
Peek, if I was a single mother. When I interviewed with Sales Director Robert Nevin on February 16, 2011, he stated, was of Indonesian descent. I asked
“You probably looked on Café Pharma about how I sleep with all the representatives, and do this and that. Yeah I
him if he wanted to know anything
about my credentials / experience
Inappropriate sleep with all the representatives.” He laughed about this comment. Mr. Nevin also mentioned a rep named
Michele Perkins who, at the time she was pregnant with twins and close to her due date, was upset that her
and he said 'No, when I walk out of
Interview
numbers weren’t better so she worked to improve them before going on leave. Mr. Nevin emphasized that Ms.
this room, I either give a thumbs up
Process
Perkins was the type of rep that Medicis was looking for. He then told me that he would not hire me because I
or a thumbs down.' He asked me
(Relevant
Quotes)
already had a job with Pfizer and because traveling would be an issue for me."
about my family and made me cry."
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Jonah Shacknai: "Many questions about
children. When Paige was born. If I was
anticipating another child soon.
Interview was very strange. It was just
him and I in a very large hotel rom.
Very uncomfortable. Sat very close."
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"In my initial interview with Mr.
Welch, he asked me whether I
planned to have children. After this
initial interview, Claude Maraoui
and Jonah Shacknai asked me
about my marital status and
whether I planned to have
children. They also asked how
many children I want to have, and
whether I plan to take more than 6
weeks off work for any
pregnancies. I later asked several
Inappropriate of my male co-workers about their
interview process, and they stated
Interview
that they were not asked about
Process
their marital status or plans to
(Relevant
Quotes)
have children."
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Jonah Shacknai: "It
was suggested to
me by a recruiter
that I should not
divulge that I was
married or had a
child during the
interview. During
Jonah Shacknai, Richard my interview with
Havens: "Did I have
Jonah, he asked,
children. How many
'what was the
children. Thoughts or
happiest day of
opinions on other hires. your life?' I gave an
Asking about previous answer that he
was not satisfied
Inappropriate Randy Cushen / Michael McMyne: "Who would I be voting employeers [sic]
for in the election; How many children would I have once I personal information. with, so he asked
Interview
got married if I married Michael Rambusch; Hires of
Who was having sexual again. At that time,
Process
Medicis have an image to uphold; Randy said, 'I only hire activity with who? (in
I said 'the birth of
(Relevant
Quotes)
attractive women.'"
the company)."
my son.'"
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Jonah Shacknai:
"in my interview
he requested I
sit in a reclining
leather-type
chair. His
questions
focused on
difficult
customers and
'what my
relationship'
would influence
them to
purchase more
product. I was
wearing a
dress."

"During my
intiial
interview,
Jonah Shacknai
asked me
various
questions
pertaining to
my 'childhood
upbringing,'
which made me
uncomfortable.
Jonah also
asked me how
long I had been
married while
looking at my
wedding ring."

"During my interview Richard Havens asked
me if I read 'fashion magazines.' Richard
Havens also told me 'You've got the look.' I do
not believe these comments were made to
my male counterparts."
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Claude
Maraoui,
Doug Turley:
"During
interview I
was asked if I
Inappropriate was married
and if I was
Interview
planning on
Process
having
(Relevant
Quotes)
children."
N/A

"Jonah Shacknai - questioned
if I was an only child. Asked if
I had a close relationship
with my mother. Was I a
runner? If so, how often did I
run? At the end of the
interview he told me he can
usually tell within 5 minutes
if he can't stand someone.
He supposed I was 'okay'
since I lasted longer than
that." and "Was told at a
later date that several hiring
managers were asked what
potential candidates looked
like . . . I was asked multiple
questions about my past
experience as an NFL
cheerleader for the TN Titans
during phone screen."
N/A

"I was interviewed by Robert Nevin. During our
breakfast interview, his first question was whether
or not I was married or dating anyone and if they
had ever taken me out on a breakfast date. He
asked me if I knew Dr. Schlessinger in Omaha and if
I had ever worked with him. I told him that I had. He
told me that when I got back to Omaha after our
interview, he wanted me to go interview with Dr.
Schlessinger because they worked closely with him
and to make sure he liked the way I looked and if I
would be a good fit . . . When I got to the home
office, I interviewed first with Vince Ippolito ... he
asked me if the guy I had been dating was planning
to propose soon ... I then went into Jonah
Jonah Shacknai: Shacknai's office. When he came in, he sat very
"I was told that close to me ... He then asked if I thought there were
'what I needed any high end hotels that my boyfriend and I had
was a little sport been to in St. Joe. He also asked if we had gone to
f***ing' by a
any romantic hotels in Kansas City ... He put his
member of the hand on my leg and thanked me for my
board and
recommendation and told me I would be getting
[illegible ]."
the permanent job with Medicis."
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Jonah Shacknai,
Vince Ippolito,
Doug Turley: "I
was asked to
desribe the
worst day of
my life and it
made me feel
very
uncomforable
and emotional
during
interview. It
made my
stomach turn."

Richard Havens "Havens repeatedly
broached the subject
of my 2 sons. He
asked in several
different ways, 'your
sons must keep you
very busy,' 'it must
take a lot of your time
being a single
mother.' He stopped
this line of
questioning when I
voluntarily stated that
my sons were older
teens and I was well
able to handle the
demands of the job." N/A

Richard Haven:
"Question in
interview
inappropriate: If
you are
motivated by
achievement
more than
Inappropriate
money, you
Interview
Claude Maraoui: "When I interviewed with Claude in April of 2009 must have a rich
Process
he asked me if I had any more plans to have more children and how dad that
(Relevant
Quotes)
I would handle my family obligations!"
supports you." N/A

Jonah
Shacknai: "I
was
interviewing
to come from
Innovex to
Medicis. In my
interview with
Jonah he
Jonah
asked if my
Shacknaihusband had a
"questions
vasectomy?
surrounding Said yes and
famly, marital he asked me
happiness & to tell him
our future." about that…"

N/A
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"During various sales
meetings, I witnessed
male managers getting
female territory
managers drunk,
groping them & making
inappropriate
comments boasting
about having sex with
them the night before,
etc. There was just so
much inappropriate
activity going on - it was
shocking to me."
N/A

N/A

MA

N/A

F

G

H

HA

LB

DEB

"During national
sales meeting Rick
made inappropriate
gestures towards us
women coming on
stage to receive
awards … Jonah
Shacknai had the
sales team do a sexy
shimmy dance and
whoever wom got a
prize. It was very
inappropriate and
very
uncomfortable."

"I was humiliated at a companywide National sales meeting where I had
to play "charades". If your name was called and you were not in the
room it was held against you. At the time, I was on stage with 3 other
women. During the game, two female employees picked a card with the
term “doggy-style” on it, and, due to company pressure, had to act out
the sex act indicated in front of hundreds of co-workers. This card had
been made by someone in the corporate office. When the two women
finished acting, one of the women, Karen Wilson, immediately left the
room and flew home. She later sued the company. It was commonplace
for the sexist views that many Medicis executives and managers held
toward women to be on display for everyone to see."
N/A

N/A

"For instance, it was "mandatory" for Sales Specialists to provide a head
shot photograph for the Regional Managers meeting each year, which
were later used to embarrass female employees. The headshots were
projected on a screen in front of all the managers during the managers
meeting while each manager discussed their territory. Typically the
viewing was accompanied by inappropriate comments when a female
sales specialist's head shot was displayed. This practice is unnecessary
and objectifying."

"Inappropriate physical
touching, lewd jokes,
managers sleeping with sales
reps."
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N/A

"Management pressured employees to go out drinking and partying
with managers after work and at the National Sales Meetings.
Women felt pressured to stay up with Rick Havens and drink with
him at a bar. Jeff Allen, an Executive specialist, took 2 nurses to a
bar that had hardcore pornography all over the walls. At National
Sales Meetings the room is set up like race track. One time, after
crashing a toy car, Jeff Allen grabbed his genitals in a provocative
gesture and thrust his pelvis towards some female employees.
Managers laughed and did not reprimand him."

"At a national sales meeting
in 2009 Richard Nevin made
a comment that I looked like
I had lost weight and asked
me if I was going through
personal problems. He asked
I was losing weight becase of
going through a divorce and
prepping to get a new guy." N/A

Inappropriate
Comments
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"Doug Turley, who was a manager, also used offensive gender
stereotypes that made Ms. [B] uncomfortable. Sometime in
approximately 2006, Doug Turley asked Ms. [B] if she knew anyone
in the Dallas area that he could recruit to work at Medicis. Ms. [B]
told him she knew one woman who might be a possibility. Mr.
Turley said, “What does she look like? How old is she?” He did not
ask her about the woman’s qualifications or experience. "

Jonah Shacknai said "I
needed to keep up
aesthetically with Medicis
standards. Also, that if I
wanted to fit in I would need
to get a pair of [illegible ]…
because Medicis girls always
need to dress the part."
N/A
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N/A

"In the time I was employes
at Medicis that environment
was so derogatory. Lawsuits
were abundant… The
underlying belief was that
men would be more willing to
push the ethical boundaries
Inappropriate to 'get the job done.' Illegal
Comments behavior was rampant and
rewarded in this 'good ol'
(Relevant
Quotes)
boys network."
N/A

P

LC-G

N/A

N/A

Q

KD
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N/A

R

S

T

MD

CD

N/A

"I was at a
managers meeting
in Scottsdale, AZ.
There only men
present and
myself when I was
forced to listen to
comments about a
Victoria's Secret
model and how
hot she was."
(Jonah Shacknai
was involved)
N/A

N/A

N/A

SD

"I received multiple comments from
executive-level Medicis men about my
looks including weight as well as
receiving pressure to look the part of a
sexy, well dressed and heeled Medicis
girl. Never heard any similar comments
directed at my male counterparts."
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U

AF

Inappropriate
Sales
Meetings/Work
Meetings
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

V

MF

"Between Feb. 9, 2007 March 2008 during sales
meeting, Rob Nevin and
Rick Havens asked to go to
strip club by using code
words, 'do you wanna go
for a pizza?'"

"I witnessed sexual
harassment on multiple
occasions during my 3+
year employment with
Medicis and Quintiles as
a Medicis rep. I saw the
VP of Sales pull a rep
onto his lap and openly
hit on her at a sales
meeting dinner. When I
wore flats and pulled my
hair back into a bun I was
criticized by the VP of
Sales for 'looking like a
librarian.' Women were
Inappropriate expected to flirt with
Comments management but I
refused and I believe it
(Relevant
Quotes)
hurt my compensation." N/A

W

X

Y

NF

TG

MG

"Sexual
innuendos in
meetings and
conferences."

"After I was hired I traveled to Scottsdale, Arizona to attend training at Medicis headquarters.
Claude Maraoui hosted a dinner at his home for the sales reps who were attending training. At the
dinner Claude flirted with the female trainees and encouraged them to drink. This made me feel
uncomfortable. I felt obliged to drink and did not want to vocally object to the behavior I witnessed
while I was both a guest at the National Sales Director's (Claude's) house and a new employee in
training." and "On June 4, 20090 I attended 'Basic 3' sales training in Scottsdale, Arizona. The sales
trainers hosted a dinner for the trainees at a restaurant. At this dinner the sales trainers
encouraged drinking and flirted with the trainees. I felt like the training staff expected trainees to
reciprocate in this flirting as a normal part of the Medicis culture. I was put off by this behavior
both because I did not think it should be an acceptable part of my workplace environment and I
was married . . . I did not want to voice my objections or leave because I knew the trainers would
supply feedback to my manager based on my performance at training . . . Sales trainer Troy
Magness noticed my cold reaction to the unwanted flirtation activities and said 'Tracy it doesn't
matter that you are married.' This made me feel very uncomfortable and sexually harassed."

"The corporate culture at Medicis encouraged
and endorsed after-work drinking parties which
lead to extramarital affairs. At national sales
meetings, it was common to see married reps,
managers and even directors hooking up with
each other after the usual after-work drink
parties."

"Numerous
accounts
regarding
appearance, if
have children,
colors of eyes,
exercise habits."

"On the days June 26, 2008 through June 29, 2008 my then manager Josh Deblasio called my cell
phone repeatedly while I was in Las Vegas, NV for my bachelorette party. After I did not answer his
repeated unwanted calls during my scheduled vacation he left a voice mail recording for me
stating, 'You better pick up or you will not get promoted or a raise.' I could tell he was intoxicated
from the way his speech sounded in the recording. Josh Deblasio had traveled to Las Vegas at the
same time I was there for my bachelorette party. I found this extremely inappropriate and
"Josh Deblasio used to call the women on his
harassing to have been tracked down and have had my career threatened by an intoxicated
sales team when he was our manager his 'high
manager during my scheduled vacation time."
maintenance divas.'"
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Z

LI

"At an Aesthetic Sales Meeting that I attended there was a
mandatory evenign event, charades. At the time, there were
two females on stage and I was part of the audience. The
women on staeg weer instructed by the Director of Aesthetic
Sales to act out for the audience, "doggy-style." ... In one skit,
Jonah Shacknai (CEO) who was in attendance, appeared in the
Inappropriate room dressed in a shiny outfit appearing to look like a pimp.
On his arms were scantily clad 'ladies' and they were termed
Sales
Meetings/Work 'Jonah's girls' (presumably his scantily dressed field sales
reps). By playing himself in this role it was obvious to all how
Meetings
Jonah viewed his reps and what was valued in their
(Relevant
Quotes)
appearance and demeanor."

AA

AB

AC

RK

"The culture at the
National Sales
Meetings was
disgusting as senior
management,
marketing, and various
others engaged in
inappropriate sexual
activities with reps. It's
my opinion that those
reps reaped benefits in
other ways such as
samples, low goals +
better pay."

"At every meeting there was always
'interesting' scenarios going on. At the
Cabo meeting (I cannot recall the exact
date) there was inappropriate behavior all
around. I witnessed Wes Lev (another field
sales representative) "making out" with
someone (I didn't know who it was) on the
"Typically at mtgs,
dance floor. No member of the
condescending sexual
management team said or did anything. In
comments and gestures fact, many just laughed and shrugged their
toward women."
shoulders."
N/A

"When Doug did meet my candidates, he would comment on
the appearance of the females. He would state, 'first off, she
is very pretty,' he'd state negatives such as 'bad teeth' or
discuss their clothing choices instead of their qualifications.
Louis Frisina rejected one very qualified candidate, Andrea
Ring, because she did not dress 'female' enough. These were
attributes important to Jonah and the Control Group. Doug
Tuirley mentioned as a negative that one of the females was
married and had kids and 'would she be the type to entertain
customers in the evening?' He made a negative comment
about a female candidate that she liked to get out of bed
early. None of these topics were brought up about men ...
When I became a manager I asked Doug Turley what was
important for me to know to help get my interview
candidates through the home office meetings with Vince,
Rick, and Jonah. One of the things he informed me regarding
Jonah (CEO) was that 'Jonah likes them young.' He also noted
Inappropriate 'a warning sign for him about a female candidate would be if
Comments their spouse was loaded to the brim... the company wants
their women to need them.' Totally inappropriate and
(Relevant
Quotes)
something never discussed in relation to male candidates."
N/A

MK

AD

FK

Rick Havens, Claude
Maraoui: "I'd like to have
that."
N/A

KK

N/A
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AE

LL

Inappropriate
Sales
Meetings/Work
Meetings
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A
"Shortly after my wedding on June 27,
2009, I began being questioned
inappropriately. During a National Sales
Meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona, on
September 11, 2009, my manager, Michael
McMyne, asked me in a very casual,
friendly manner if and when I was planning
on getting pregnant. ... However, a month
later on October 20, 2009, Michael asked
me to meet him at the JW Marriott in the
Buckhead Area of Atlanta, GA, and at this
meeting Michael again asked me if and
when I was planning on getting pregnant. I
then felt extremely uncomfortable. As the
only female in our region, I felt I was being
singled out. I did not understand why,
because I was a top performer. Based on
my experiences at Medicis, I believe that
Inappropriate male employees were not asked whether
Comments or not they were married and whether or
when they were planning on having
(Relevant
Quotes)
children."

AF

AG

AH

AI

AJ

RM

JM

MMT

CAM

AN

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Louis Frisisna
commented about
"everyone fucking
each other", was
very difficult and
made lots of
inappropriate
comments. Told me
my top account NP,
Jessica Lee was
fucking her boss, Bob
Adrian which was a
disparaging, awful
lie."

"I was standing
behind a
director who
did not see me
and told
another male
employee that
'she was hotter
10 years ago'
when I worked
at Medicis in
2001. This
statement was
made in 2012." N/A

"My manager, Randy
Cushen, made
numerous
comments about my
priorities - children
vs. the job. Cushen
also made numerous
comments
derogative about
women in the sales
force." and "Aware
of improper
comments to female
reps of when the last
time she had sex.
Statements
regarding the
placement of
women in the sales
force."
N/A
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AK

BO

AL

DP

"John [Sabo] had a habit of asking
representatives to meet him at his
house for training exercises and to
practice role-playing… I mentioned it
to my manager Erin at the time and
told her I was not comfortable. Once
John became my manager, he
insisted that we meet at his house
for field visits - I explained to him
that I would feel comfortable
meeting at Starbucks. He told me
Inappropriate
"Prior to the annual National Sales Meeting that occurred in Scottsdale, Arizona, Ms. Browder called me. She asked everyone else meets at his house
Sales
Meetings/Work me what I would be wearing, and told me to get ready because I would see inflated lips, push-up bras, short skirts and doesn't think it's weird. I
and six-inch heels worn by some of the other sales reps. During the meeting, I was pressured to attend nighttime
restated that I think it's best that we
Meetings
events that involved alcohol and went late into the night. I did not feel comfortable with the pressure to attend
meet at Starbuck and it's closer to
(Relevant
Quotes)
these events."
the doctor's offices."

AM

JMP

"National Sales Meetings 2009-20102011. At sales meeting there were a lot
of inappropriate interactions with
[Jonah Shacknai] + some of the girl
sales reps, flirting, drinking."

"I heard that Jonah Shacknai said
that he wanted to fuck [KM]… How
Mckibbon told my friend [MT] that if
she wanted to get her numbers up
and have better managed care
coverage she would need to suck
'BCBS dick.' … I heard many men and
women commenting about women's
physiques. 'That girl has had work
done. 'She has nice tits.' I was
approached by [JF] who asked me,
'Are your boobs real?' Then she
approached me and wanted to touch
Inappropriate "One night during the training trip in May 2011, I was invited to Robert Nevin’s house for dinner along with other
my breasts. I was very
Comments employees. Mr. Nevin hugged and kissed the female employees in front of the entire group. During the training,
Jonah Shacknai came and spoke to my class. He made a comment to a female manager that had recently been hired uncomfortable and embarassed. I
(Relevant
Quotes)
about how she needed to get injections to look younger."
immediately left to go to my room." N/A
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AN

LP

"Medicis had a company culture
that pressured female employees
to drink alcohol and stay out late
partying with managers and
colleagues. At one National Sales
Meeting, one of my pregnant coworkers became exhausted after a
full day of company events from 7
am to 11 pm. She needed to
excuse herself due to severe
cramping that she was
experiencing. After she returned to
her hotel room, my manager
Robert Welch became angry and
claimed she had no excuse not to
be present. I explained that she
had simply over-exerted herself,
Inappropriate and he responded, “I didn’t put her
in that condition.” This offensive
Sales
Meetings/Work comment was typical of the
environment at Medicis which
Meetings
created a hostile work
(Relevant
Quotes)
environment."

Inappropriate
Comments
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A
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AO

CRR

Inappropriate
Sales
Meetings/Work
Meetings
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

Inappropriate
Comments
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

AP

ER

N/A

N/A

AQ

AR

AR

TR

AS

AT

CR

MSB

N/A

"At a National Sales Meeting in January 2008
Jeff Allen (Medicis employee) said to me 'If I
beat you in rankings you have to show me
your tits.'"

N/A

N/A

N/A

"Jonah
Shacknai,
Claude
Maraoui, Doug
Turley,
Jonathan
Nugent:
inappropriate
relationships
with female
reps/treatment;
personal
conversations
of a nonbusiness level
…"
N/A

"On 3-5-09 I called my manager Dave Woods
after leaving a client's office to report this
ocurrence of sexual harassment: Me: 'Dr.
Calvin Day just tole me if I sleep with him I
would get a better order from him.' Dave
Woods: 'I can't believe he said that! (laughing)
Well, did you get the order? (laughing).' I was
appalled that nothing else was ever said
about this incident by Dave Woods. I asked
Dr. Day's office nurses to accompany on
future visits."
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AU

DW

AV

VS

"Witnessed
inappropriate
Inappropriate behavior at
Sales Meeting
Sales
Meetings/Work by senior
management
Meetings
with other
(Relevant
Quotes)
female reps." N/A

Inappropriate
Comments
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

N/A

AW

TS

N/A

N/A

AX

DES

AY

LS

"At a group dinner during our Region of the
Year trip to Austin, TX, Michael McMyne
verbally coerced the Oklahoma rep's (Adam
Eedward's) wife to sign in front of the
dinner group standing up "Milkshake" by
Kelis. The entire table was mortified at the
way McMyne was talking to her .. 'Do it. No,
look at me. I'm telling you to do it now.' She
finally acquiesced embarassed but did it
sitting down."
N/A

N/A

"I was told by my
manager, James
Sanders, that I
had to make one
of the physicians
'happy' and that
'he held my job
in the palm of his
hands.'"

AZ

MT

"In 2012, at the National Sales Meeting, Erin
Browder (my manager at the time) had told me that
I should go out after the meetings ended so that the
men at the company would look at me as laid back
and give me good standings with the men at
corporate. While I didn't feel comfortable with the
situation and don't like staying out very late, I sat
outside on the deck for awhile . . . I began to discuss
the challenges I was having because I no longer had
coverage under Blue Cross Blue Shield or Medicaid /
Medicare and that was the primary payers in my
territory at the time. In response to my concerns
about the coverage and the disadvantage I had
because of it, [Howie McRibbon] replied, "You'll
need to start sucking a lot of BCBS dick to get
covered in Iowa.' . . . When I told Erin Browder what
he told me, she said that was just the way men at
this company behaved."

"While we were attending the 2011 National Sales
Meeting, I was sitting with two other female
employees, [AG] and [KW] during the happy hour
meet and greet. [K] became really uncomfortable
and had tears in her eyes after a manager had come
up and was whispering in her ear. After he left, I
asked if she was ok and she said no and couldn't
believe what she was just told. He told her that
Jonah Shacknai was proud of her rep of the year
award and that he wanted to "fuck" her ... This
situation made all 3 of us very uneasy and
disgusted."
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BA

HBT

Inappropriate
Sales
Meetings/Work
Meetings
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

Inappropriate
Comments
(Relevant
Quotes)

"I believe the male dominated boys club culture started from the
top. Jonah Shacknai was not afraid to talk about his sexual
escapades in front of anyone. I remember a time when his phone
rang, it was [D], and he referred to it as 'the pussy phone is ringing
and I must take it.'"

BB

TT

N/A

N/A

BC

DU

N/A

N/A

BD

AV

N/A

N/A

BE

PV

BF

CW

BH

BI

KW

N/A

"I was told by a
male co-worker
who was talking
with Jonah that
as I walked past
them he made
a comment 'She
looks like she
would be dirty
(or wild) in bed
@ NSM 2011." N/A

"A manager
said to put on
oven mitts to
get an order
from a male
doctor. In other
words, touch
the doctor with
the oven mitt
and not your
bare hand in a
lewd way."
N/A

"I was told
during my
initial training
that I cared
more about
working out
that I did about
the job with
Medicis and
that they said I
wouldn't last a
year at the job
and should just
be a personal
trainer."
N/A

"When we
were on our
'Awards Trip'
[Claude
Maraoui]
asked me to
play spin the
bottle in his
hotel room." N/A

N/A

BG

DW

ASZ
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B

AA

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

C

EA

D

NA

E

MA

F

HA

I felt that working at
Medicis was like
working for a boys
club. It was an
extremely hostile
work environment
for all female
employees. It was
understood that in
order to get
favorable treatment
or opportunities,
females had to party
and sleep with
certain individuals in
management.

N/A

N/A

N/A

"Rob Nevin
started saying
that I must have
had an affair with
my manager. The
reason was that I
was
complementary
to my manager in
my resignation
letter. That
accusation was
discriminatory
and damaging." N/A

G

LB

H

DEB

"The sexist environment at Medicis became worse when Mr. Wilson
because my Regional Manager. He had a much more aggressive nature
toward women than he did towards men. He demeaned and humiliated
me by frequently making sexual comments and acting inappropriately. It
was common knowledge that Mr. Wilson, who was married and
expecting a child, was having affairs with two other Medicis sales
specialists." and " At Medicis, having sexual relations with managers had
a positive influence on job security. The extremely hostile work
environment and the overwhelming pressure and coercion from Medicis
Executive Management for sexual favors led some women to feel they
had no other choice but to conform to Management's expectations.
Based on information and belief, members of Executive Management,
including the CEO, have had coercive sexual relationships with female
sales employees and /or promotions. Such behavior sends a signal to all
female employees that they too are sex objects and constitutes sexual
harassment. For example, Jonah Shaknai, CEO, who was married, was
dating a sales representative and later married her. Claude Maraoui, the
Executive director of Sales, who was married, dated a Sales Specialist and
is now engaged to marry her. Sean Wilson, Regional Manager, who is
married, was sleeping with [DG] and [MR]. Both Ms. [G] and Ms. [R] were
sales specialists in his region."
N/A

"Tim Waite, Vice President of Sales said to me "You have nice breasts.""

N/A
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I

SB

J

BSB

K

KB

L

M

LB

LC

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"From about 2006 to early 2008, Ms. [RM] and Ms. [B] would
regularly discuss how difficult it was to meet sales goals and how
sometimes the sales goals were unattainable. In contrast, in 2009 at
the national sales meeting, Ms. [M] said, “It’s going to be a good
year,” and she said, “Do you see the twinkle in my eye?” Ms. [B]
asked her if there was someone special and she said, “Yes.” Later,
Ms. [B] learned (as at this point it was well known) that Ms. [M] was
dating Vice President Claude Maraoui. Ms. [M] was later promoted
and won a sales award. Ms. [M] has received preferential
treatment, such as more attainable goals, increased resources and
promotions as a result of her relationship with Mr. Maraoui. Ms. [B]
had never heard Ms. [M] or any other sales representative at
Medicis say, “This is going to be a great year.” But Ms. [M[ knew
she would have a good year."

N/A

N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"An employee named Chris Hutton regularly sexually harassed Ms.
B[] ... When Mr. Hutton saw Ms. B[] and other female employees at
the dinner, he commented, “Well, don’t you ladies look hot.”
Throughout the July 2006 meeting, Mr. Hutton continued to make
unwanted sexual advances towards Ms. B[] and looked for
opportunities to sit next to her, always offering to get her drinks and
inviting her to the bar after the meetings ended. Later, during the
same meeting, there was a company dinner after which the “boys
club” group ended up at the bar. As Ms. B[]was returning to her
room, she noticed Mr. Hutton walking behind her. Ms. B[] turned
her back and said, “Have a good night, I will see you tomorrow.” He
continued walking toward her and tried to kiss her. She avoided his
attempt and quickly entered her room alone. During this same
meeting in Cabo, Ms. B[] was at the small hotel gift shop, and Mr.
Hutton approached her from behind and said “You know, we can get
some Viagra here.” Also at that meeting in Cabo, Chris Hutton said
“love how your calves look in those high heels.” At another meeting
in late 2007, which was also held in Cabo San Lucas, Mr. Hutton
continued his harassment of Ms. B[]. During this particular meeting,
she was in an elevator with several colleagues when Mr. Hutton’s
manager, Jonathan Nugent, yelled out in front of the group, “Hey
[Ms. B[], I just saw your ‘boy’ Hutton.”

"Michael McCyne became
my direct manager in April
2010. I felt that he was
hitting on me the first time I
met him. He was talking
about beign unhappy with
his significant other and that
they did not have sex much.
He said it was important to
men and that guys need it at
least 3 times a week or they
will stray. He said he was
just giving me advice since I
was a newly divorced. I quit
within the same month."
N/A
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N

RC

O

P

Q

R

S

T

DC

LC-G

KD

MD

CD

SD

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"Randy Cushen, my
former manager,
secretly video taped
me during ride alongs
with a hidden camera.
He repeated [sic]
asked me to kneel
down or bend over to
take inappropriate
shots + angles of me
working + also
questioned me
inappropriately."
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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U

AF

V

MF

"I had reason to worry. A
colleague was harassed
by her manager ([CS])
and he eventually went
to join (in 2013) because
he was found guilty of
Aware of Quid molestation. I spoke to
my colleague frequently
Pro Quo
about how she was
Advances
treated. She worked in
(Relevant
Quotes)
the Atlanta territory."
N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

N/A

W

NF

X

TG

Y

MG

"I saw numerous
occasions where
senior
management had
flirtatious actions
with field reps.
These
experiences were
widely known and
discussed among
the field."
N/A

"That same year, in 2008, at our national sales
meeting in Cabo, Mexico, I discovered [new sales
rep [RM]] had a crush on Claude Maraoui, who
had just become our Sales Director. Both were
married. As time passed, I noticed that [RM] was
traveling to Arizona more often (to visit a socalled friend theer). She no longer wanted her
room near mine at meetings, but closer to the
elevator. Over time, it was evident she was
having an affair with Maraoui. Her relationship
with our Sales Director Maraoui became an
insurmountable problem for me from 2009-2012
throughout because she always had a leg up on
all otehr sales reps. She was aware of
compensation plans before they were released
to the sales force. She also knew about sales
contests way befoer they weer officially
announced . . . Even though [RM]'s quotas,
quarter after quarter remained the same, which
meant she never had to work harder to bring in
more accounts, she was regularly number one
sales person."

N/A

"While Josh DeBlasio was on my sales team he
sexually harassed me on a Circle trip to Cabo,
Mexico. He came up to me on the dance floor
and thrust his erect penis into my buttocks. I was
disgusted and moved away from him … I was also
sexually harassed at a meeting in 2012 by Josh
DeBlasio. He was relentless in his advances
towards me at an after work function at the bar.
He told me that if I ever left m husband or was
considering leaving him taht he wanetd to be
with me. I tried to walk away but he attempted
to follow me to my room. I was compelled to
request a female sales representative, [CB] to
walk me back to my room."
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Z

LI

AA

FK

"My experience at Medicis was that females who were in
intimate relationships with Senior Management were
promoted to higher level positions quicker, and at a higher
salary than I. To begin with, I replaced my former manager,
Mrs. [AH], who was being promoted despite poor ranking
(#5/5) in her current role. This 'promotion' coincided with
Mrs. [H]'s affair with Rick Havens, the Vice President at the
time. The people I encountered who made strides in climbing
the corporate ladder seemed to be the ones, later exposed,
as having an affair with someone in management ... Upon
Aware of Quid meeting Ms. [R] Jonah Shacknai, CEO, became enamored with
her ... espite numerous vacanies and no potential back-fill for
Pro Quo
her position, Ms. [R] was offered a promotion and relocation
Advances
incentives to relocate to AZ near Jonah, shortly after one year
(Relevant
Quotes)
of her employment at Medicis."
N/A

On or about January 16, 2007, Louis Frisina, Director of
Professional Relations commented that my relationship with
Personally Rick Havens, the Executive VP, could improve if I was to
either sleep with him, or have a menage e trois" with him and
Receive
Advances/Quid another female employee. Mr. Frisina continued, "Key, your
husband could even watch." This type of sexist and offensive
Pro Quo
language permeated the workplace and repersents the
(Relevant
Quotes)
atmosphere I was subjected to."
N/A

AB

AC

AD

RK

MK

KK

N/A

"I mean look at Claude. He was having an
affair with a female Field Sales Rep ([RM])
and keeping her sales goals not only
attainable but never gave her an increased
goal. AND [R] was always put on a pedestal
in front of the sales force as a role model.
Really? Lets put a rep whose having an
affair with a married Senior Executive and
no increased goals as a role model?" and "I
witnessed len making out in the back of
the bus with an inside sales representative
. . . Claude [Maraoui] was married and
having an affair with[RM] . . . Rick [Havens]
was married and having an affair with a
female District Sales Manager ([AMR]) ...
Jonah [Shacknai]. In the past he had affairs
with reps (and actually married one) so
others probably felt they could do the
same. Marriage was not something that
was thought of highly at Medicis and
WORK was always the #1 priority."
N/A

N/A

"I myself experienced sexual harassment from one
of the executives of Medicis Pharmaceuticals
named Josh DeBlasio while I was at a training in
Scottsdale, Arizona in January 2012. I was at this
training for approximately two weeks. Josh
DeBlasio . . . came out socially with the group of
trainees that were attending this particular
training in January 2012. Regular, and sometimes
excessive, consumption of alcohol was
encouraged at this training particularly during the
evening times and at dinners. Josh DeBlasio made
sexual advances toward me which culminated with
him attempting to French kisss me on one of the
evenings that he came out socially with the
trainees afterwards. This was done in front of
several of my colleagues and caused an incredibly
"At just about every meeting I attended,
embarassing situation for me . . . I felt that I had to
Josh DeBlasio . . . Always made
be cordial and engaging with Josh DeBlasio since
inappropriate comments to me and others. he was an executive in a position of power over
He was always very flirtatious and in some me and had the ability to affect my job and my
cases acted on those words. He was always livelihood. I am a single mother providing the
verbally inappropriate to me . . ."
primary care for my daughter."
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AE

LL

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

AF

RM

N/A

AG

JM

"Claude
[Maraoui]
dating sales
rep; Jonah
[Shacknai]
dating several
sales reps;
inapropriate
dancing /
touching;
grinding on
dance floor."

"I was touched
innappropriately by
my manager Josh
DeBlasio and he
made disparaging
comments about me
at public meetings
for refusing his
advances."
N/A

AH

AI

AJ

MMT

CAM

N/A

"Randy Cushen frequently witnessed
his comments about
me as well as other
female reps and
women in general.
Comments created a
hostile work
environment. In
addition, frequent
affairs between
managers & reps
also created
environment that
opportunties were
limited unless
submitted to
advancements [sic]." N/A

"My sales
manager, Andy
Pritchard,
propositioned
me for sex during
a sales meeting
for the
Relaxin/Dysport
launch in
January, 2009.
He groped me
and persisted
when I said no. It
created a very
ackward [sic]
working
relationship for
me moving
forward …"
N/A

AN

N/A
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AK

BO

AL

DP

AM

JMP

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"I heard reps were asked to go to
Claude's room to have sex. I also
heard about the two reps in Florida
who had a job sharing territory. [DU]
and [FK]. I heard they had a
threesoem with Robert nevin and
that is why they were the only reps
in the company that were permitted
to have a job-share. Additionally they
always had good goals and high
performing territories."
N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"I was approached by my territory
partner [MP] who is very close with
Jonah Shacknai, Robert Nevins, and
other management to have dinner
with one of the top dermatologists in
Medicis, Dr. Lundquist. She said that
he liked me and wanted to go out
with me ... Dr. Lundquist goes to
Thanksgiving with Robert Nevins and
hunting trips ... I was extremely
uncomfortable. There was flirting
going on between [M] and Dr/
Lundquist at dinner and sexual
conversation. I left early and said I
wasn't feeling well. The next day [M]
asked if I would want to go on a date
with Dr. Lundquist. I told her I didn't
think that would be a good idea, and
I didn't want to mix business with
pleasure."
N/A
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AN

LP

9

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

10

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A
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AO

CRR

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

AP

ER

AQ

AR

AR

AS

AT

TR

CR

MSB

"Female Reps that were
in intimate relationships
with male Manager [sic]
were giving assistance
to win awards. I was
belittled and verbally
battered during sales
meetings … Women
were dating and having
sexual relations with
Management.I did NOT
partake in this awful
actiity and thisd was
held against me for
raises-promotions
etc..."
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

"Claude
Maraoui- made
personal
reference to me
coming back to
AZ and staying
at his house. It
was Q1 2009
while there
during company
training. I had
no prior
relationship /
friendship with
him."
N/A

N/A

N/A
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AU

DW

AV

AW

AX

VS

TS

DES

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

N/A

"Claude Maraoui - He gave
favorable sales goals to a
specific female rep that he
was having an affair with
([RM]). As a result, she
exceeded sales goals, earned
top dollar within the sales
division, and won Circle for
several years. They were
both married at the time.
Other reps within her region
stated she had the lowest
goals within her region."
N/A

Personally
Receive
Advances/Quid
Pro Quo
(Relevant
Quotes)
N/A

"I was also
inappropriately
flirted with and hit on
by Andy Prichard sales Manager
Northeast." and
"Meeting in LA: Andy
Prichard harassed
me, hit on me and
asked me to leave
restaurant with himand go to his room."
and "O was
complimented in
many inappropriate
ways by my
colleagues and
managers: Wes LevSales Specialist - and
someimtes touched
inappropriately."
N/A

AY

AZ

LS

MT

N/A

N/A

"Rob Nevin, 8/27/11, Saturday night of
Regional Award trip at the W Hotel. After
dinner … when I was leaving Niezgooda's
room to retire for the night … Rob Nevin
stood up and said "[D]'s got a good idea. I
think I'll retire, too." He left the room with
me and on the elevator said, 'Why don't
you come by my room for one more drink
I'd like to get your thoughts on something.' I
begrudgingly agreed but for only one drink.
Once in his room ... he turned around to
face me put his arms up to grab my face &
tried to kiss me. I stopped him & said, 'I'm
married and don't cheat.' He responded,
'But I know you're not happy.'... I left. I was
sure to win Circle of Excellence McMyne
even sat next to me at the award ceremony
... [KM's] name was called & not mine ...
Rob was made I refused his advances and
made sure he paid me back by giving COE to
someone else which cost me close to
$10,000 in bonus."
N/A

N/A
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BA

HBT

BB

TT

9

Aware of Quid
Pro Quo
Advances
"Rick would get obscenely drunk at sales meetings and hit on me
(Relevant
Quotes)
and my other friends in the sales force."

10

"I remember Jonah asking for my cell phone and 'checking in' with
me when was a rep in the field in Los Angeles to see how I was
doing and see if there was anything I needed. He also invited me
out to investor dinners to meet his close inner circle wheer lavish
bottles of Opus One would be serevd and expensive dinners that
would last for hours at a time. I was incredibly uncomfortable as
there were no other reps at these dinners ... Looking back now, it
was so obvious that he was less interesetd in what was happening
in a sales capacity with me, and more so interested in my interest
or compatibility with him on a romantic level .... Jonah would spend
an inordinate amount of time with me, and even asked me what he
would buy for me when I 'hit my goal.' ... He also went out of his
way to introduce me to members of the Medicis Board of Directors
... He would invite me to special dinners with them and only a few
other (attractive) female reps. It became very evident early on that
Personally this was a company where it helped to A) be incredibly attractive, B)
do not complain or make waves, C) develop strong relationships
Receive
Advances/Quid with prescribing physicians who would then be invited to Scotsdale
to meet upper management, D) keep your mouth shut. The more
Pro Quo
beautiful you were, the more invitations you received to come to
(Relevant
Quotes)
the home office to meet and greet prescribing physicians."
N/A

N/A

BC

DU

N/A

BD

AV

N/A

"Another field
sales employee
tried to grab me
in the pool while
at Circle of
Excellence in
Cancun. I was
encouraged NOT
to report
incident."
N/A

BE

PV

N/A

N/A

BF

CW

"Jonah
Shacknaiinappropriate
behavior with
female
employees."

N/A

BG

BH

BI

DW

KW

ASZ

N/A

"At one of the
Devon
conventions I
witnessed a
product
manager (Check
Jenkins- who
was married)
hit on my friend
& was
constantly
texting me that
night to get her
to meet up w/
him."
N/A

N/A

"At the NSM
2012 the New
York Aesthetics
manager made
me feel
extremely
uncomfortable
& tried to enter
my hotel
room."
N/A
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B

AA

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

Relevant
Quotes

"Multiple
discussions
about female
reps being
pergnant and
should be
terminated due
to family leave;
also encouraged
not to hire
women because
of pregnancy."

C

EA

D

NA

"it felt like a boys'
club"

Y

E

MA

F

HA

"felt threatened,
discriminated, verbally
abused, intimidated by
my manager, + that I
couldn't advance my
career if I had a
family." and " felt like I
couldn't get married
because I would be
'judged.'" and "I was
told that you can't
have children & work
this job because it was
so demanding. I was
also told 'you can't
handle the pressure'
when I left.'"
N/A

H

DEB

"The atmosphere created a hostile environment and made it difficult for
me to complete my job tasks. Women were viewed as sex objects at
Medicis. I was told by my regional manager, Sean Wilson to "do
whatever it takes to get the business." Executives and managers coerced
female sales representatives into sexual relationships. At national sales
meetings and after-hour events, drinking, partying and staying out late
were encouraged. Women were told that they must "dress the part" in
their best business suits by adding stereotypically feminine highlights
such as scarves or pins, while their male counterparts were not required
to sexualize their outfits."
N/A

N/A

N

G

LB

N

N

N

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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I

SB

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

Relevant
Quotes

N/A

J

BSB

K

L

M

LB

LC

"Rick Havens created a hostile work environment for women. He
was condescending and arrogant to women in particular. He
frequently made threats to women, such as, “If you can’t do this
f’ing job or don’t want to then get your a** out of here.” On several
occasions Ms. [B] attempted to talk with him at meetings. He would
never engage in a discussion with her. Instead, he would return to
those males he was close with: Jeff Allen, Josh DeBlasio, Sean
Wilson, Wes Lev, Nick Gordon and Doug Turley. Mr. Havens was a
heavy drinker and at meetings he was typically in the bar buying
rounds of drinks for those in the bar. The “party atmosphere” of the
meetings seemed to be where it was determined if employees were
valued or not. Typically, women were not valued, unless they
permitted themselves to be sexually objectified."

N/A

"Shawn Gardner was promoted from Sales Training Manager
with only one year of tenure in the department to a Regional
Manager … When I questioned Robert Nevin about the decision
and why I was not chosen but this very inexperienced person
was chosen after I was promised the position, he told me it was
because I was recently divorced and I have a child and they
didn't think I would be able to do the travel associated with the
job as a single mother ... he told me that with my new family
situation he assumed it would be difficult and a 'married' man
with a 'stay at home' wife would be a better match for the job."

N

N

Y

N/A

"Robert Nevin told me on several occasions that it was not a
good thing for women to have babies at Medicis if you were
trying to advance your career. During my pregnancy, my
Regional Manager, Tim Ewing, and his boss, Tim Waite, the VP of
Sales, were trying to make me work over a 40-hour workweek,
which my Ob/Gyn responded to in writing. They were also
questioning me, my counterpart and some of my customers
(physicians) about whether I was planning on coming back after I
gave birth. They were seeking candidates in my territory and
asking other people if they knew anyone because they did not
think I was coming back to work. I told them on several
occasions that I had every intention on continuing to work after
my baby was born ... [T]hey decided during my pregnancy that
my drive time did not constitute working hours so if an office
was 2 hours away, I would need to leave my home 2 hours early,
work an 8-hour day and then two hours back home. Parts of my
territory were over 4 hours from my home during that time ...
When I came off maternity leave I was told that my numbers
better be in the top 20% or I would be put on a PIP
(Performance Improvement Plan) and failure to comply may
lead to further development action, up to and including
termination of employment."

"Ms. [B] believed a former colleague of hers, a woman named [MS],
was fired shortly after she returned from maternity leave. Before
she was fired Dave Wood said to her, “You don’t want to work. You
just want to stay at home and have babies.” Ms. [S] upon her return
to work, was subjected to excessive scrutiny about her territory
management, despite the fact she had been a solid performer."

KB
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N

RC

O

DC

Relevant
Quotes

N/A

Q

KD

R

MD

S

T

CD

SD

"There was company culture that pressured female
employees to drink alcohol and presured women to
engage in sexual relations with male employees,
managers and doctors."

N/A

N/A

N/A

"There was real and palpable pressure
throughout my tenure at Medicis to "fit
the mold" of what the exec team wanted
a female rep to look like. Specifically,
skinny, showing cleavage, high heels,
expensive clothes, facial fillers and Botox
was encouraged for women. There were
more comments made referring to this
expected standard than I can recall
specifically. Never a standard for the
men. They could be overweight, sloppy,
and never face comments or judgment
by medicis managers and/or execs."

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N/A

"When I returned from maternity leave, I learned my
territory had been neglected while I was out. During
my absence, upper management would not approve
someone to cover my territory… while the company
prorated my bonus for the first quarter for the time I
was on leave, it did not prorate my quarterly goal. This
meant I was expectedto sell the same amount of
product in two months as I would have had I worked
the full three months of the first quarter ... When I
returned from maternity leave, my job was not the
same as when I left. My new manager was making
every effort to sabotage my success (as described
herein). I reported my concerns to HR, but they did not
support me. Instead, it was suggested that due to my
family, I should resign. In a workplace where the CEO
tolerated executives asking women about their care
giving responsibilities during job interviews, it was
evident that my job with Medicis was in jeopardy...
Aimee Gajate (Human Resources) said, 'You have many
responsibilities at home' and 'Maybe it is time to part
ways with Medicis.' This was stated on February 27,
2009, after I returned from maternity leave."
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

"I was a great employee that
tried tirelessly to follow the
written policy. The working
environment was so toxic,
stressful, discriminatory I
chose to leave. I saw coworkers fired, put on plans,
and was aware of multiple
lawsuits … I left because I felt
hopeless and I could no
longer be subjected to this
harassment."
N/A

Other
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

P

LC-G
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U

AF

V

MF

W

NF

"The medicis culture of
being a 'boys club'
allowed a man like this to
be in a position of power
and unfairly treat his
employee that had a new
baby. I believe that [C]
was wrongly terminated
because she was a
woman with a sexist (and
clearly very sick) boss.
Medicis management
stood back and allowed
this very clear gender
discrimination to
happen."
N/A

Other
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

Relevant
Quotes

"I saw female employees
go on maternity leave
and essentially be
punished for having a
baby. It was awful. I
feared what would
happen to me if I decided
to have a baby."

Y

X

TG

Y

MG

"On May 17, 2010 I met with my manager Pete Rapahael and field sales employee Peter Papas.
When I asked Pete Rapahael how the maternity backfill interviews were going Pete Rapahael said a
candidate had been identified. Peter Papas immediately asked, 'Is she hot?' to which Pete Raphael
responded, 'Yes she is attractive.' . . . Their primary concern with female employees is that they are
attractive."
N/A

N

Y

N

"Medicis management determined I was attempting to become pregnant when I did not consume
alcohol at a sales team dinner on September 10th 2009. Alcohol consumption was strongly
encouraged at these events and I had joined my coworkers in consuming alcohol at past vents.
Coworkers seated near me suggested I was not consuming alcohol because I was pregnant or was
attempting to become pregnant. This was not lost on senior management leader Robert Nevin who
was seated next to me at the dinner table. Five days later on September 15th 2009 my manager
Pete Raphael told me I was being placed on a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). This dashed
my hopes of a merit salary increase for the year . . . The PIP was a contrrived vehcile for delivering
harassment. It and all other performance reviews subsequent to September 10, 2009 could not cite
any objective ranking or performance benchmark upon which all employees would receive equal
punishment for failing to meet . . . I finished the fourth quarter of 2009 exceeding my sales goals by
5%. This exceeded the documented goals in the PIP . . . my manager Pete Rapahael told me that I
'would always be on the performance improvement plan.' . . . On the same day my direct manager
told me I would always be subject to extra scrutiny under the performance improvement plan he
plainly expressed to me that the best way to please him was to abort my well planned pregnancy
so that I did not trouble him with the hassle of servicing my territory while I was on maternity
leave ... At the National Sales Meeting on February 24, 2010 my previous manager Josh Deblasio
said, 'Oh Tracy you are pregnant? I'm glad this didn't happen to me when I was your manager it is a
pain to have women on leave and have to hire a back fill for them while they are out.' This shows
that intolerance of pregnant employees is a pervasive part of Medicis culture and not the
preferences of a single manager." (emphasis in original).
N/A
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Z

LI

AA

FK

AB

RK

"It’s my opinion that as
a female
representative that did
not want to engage in
the late night drinking
+ post drinking sexual
activities that I would
always be at a
disadvantage in terms
of goal setting,
opportunities to get
involved in committees
that had field sales
reps on them &
"The environment at Medicis became progressively hyper
ultimately not having
sexualized with lots of alcohol at company events. The
equal pay. I chose to
pressure for female reps to "keep up with male counterparts" walk the path of least
in this way was so intense that one of my reps, [JG], actually resistance to keep
paid off a bartender at a Sales meeting to put water in her
everything in my life
shots / drinks."
easier."
N/A

Other
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
Y

Relevant
Quotes

N/A

AC

MK

AD

KK

"When I first joined the organization, I was
encouraged to send customers to company
dinner at a conference Medicis was
hosting. I was guaranteed that they would
be taken care of and treated with
appreciation and thanks for their support
of the company and products. I sent my #1
RN injector to join in a Medicis dinner
while she attended a Plastic Surgery
conference in Miami . . . Wehen she
returned, I followed up with her and got a
shocking revelation. Jeff Allen, who was my
counterpart at the tie, was hosting this
dinner and not only did he 'come onto' her
but also insisted that she went drinking
and dancing with him afterwards.
According my to RN, Jeff was physically
affectionate to her after her continued
resistance."
N/A

N

N

N

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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AE

LL

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

Relevant
Quotes

N/A

AF

RM

AG

AH

AI

CAM

AJ

JM

MMT

AN

N/A

N/A

"I witnessed
repeated acts of
sexual
harassment from
more than one
manager at
Medicis. This was
a company
dynamic in which
cheating and
lying was 'the
norm' and
encouraged by
Jonah Shacknai." N/A

N/A

N

N

N

N

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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AK

BO

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
Y

Relevant
Quotes

"I experienced discrimination for being a breast feeding mother. Medicis management became hypercritical of my
performance when they learned I had a baby and was breastfeeding. During my first week of work, Medicis had its
annual National Sales Meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona. I found out about the meeting two days prior and rushed to
book a flight. My husband and daughter came with me on the trip because I was still breastfeeding my child and
could not arrange to have a nanny join me on such short notice. I booked my own room and my husband stayed
with my child while I attended all-day meetings and functions. I did not notify Ms. Browder or any other supervisor
that my husband and child would be accompanying me because I did not feel it would affect my ability to
participate in events. I was not violating any Medicis policy that I was aware of. I participated fully in the sales
meeting and events and took my daughter to the restaurant where Medicis employees went to eat. I received
excellent feedback from the two trainers that I worked for throughout that week. They stated that they could not
believe that I had only been there for one week and was a great hire. Upon learning that I had a baby and was
breastfeeding, Medicis scheduled me for an additional training trip on May 14, 2011. At the time, I was still
breastfeeding my child. I notified Payada Morris, in HR, that I was going to bring my nanny with me on the trip so
that she could care for the child while I was participating in training exercises. The training department approved
this on April 15, 2011, and told me that I did not need to notify my manager. However, on April 27, 2011, Erin
berated me for bringing my child to a meeting and to training class. Ms. Browder called and asked me, “Is it true
that you are bringing your child and nanny to training? Why didn’t you tell me?” She told me that the training was
very demanding and that Medicis expected me to build relationships with other representatives. She questioned
whether or not I was committed to the job, could do the travel/overnights required, and emphasized thattraining
was to socialize with co-workers and participate in evening activities, not take care of a child. She told me I needed
to wean her and pump like she did when she was at Pfizer. I reported Ms. Browder’s reaction, which I found
upsetting, to Ms. Healy in HR. Ms. Healy replied, “well, I do not know if that is a result of requesting that your baby
goes along.” HR did not take my complaint seriously."

AL

DP

AM

JMP

"My first experience at a Sales
Meeting with Medicis I was told by
Erin that you could see the
difference between an aesthetic vs.
dermatology representative.
Everyone on aesthetic has Botox,
fake books, short skirts, and it is
encouraged to dress and look that
way. I came from Johnson and
Johnson, where you had to wear
pantyhose and closed toed shoes,
had to have your shoulders covered,
etc. corporate attire at a national
meeting. I was told that was not at
all the case for Medicis and women
are encouraged to dress
provocatively and dress the part... I
am conservative by nature, nor do I "couldn't be happier to be out of 'the
think it is important to use sexuality boys club' that [sic] what we could call
to advance in my career."
[Medicis]."

N

Y

"I was hired for the position of territory
manager in 10-2009. I found out I was
"Scott Altman a District Manager
pregnant in 11 of 2009. Peter Raphael
came in to my initial training in 2010 decided to place Peter Pappas (another
for a week and had dinner with the representative in my territory) to ride
group. During this time he talked
with me every day in the field. He
bout his views on hiring good reps
received a higher salary than myself
and how frustrated he is with
and he did not have the same
women as sales reps and also who
qualifications. (*NO bachelors degree)."
have families and go out on
and "A male employee Jeff Weiner's
maternity leave. I heard about the
wife had a baby and he wa given as
conference call he had with his team. much time needed for paternity leave. I
[KB] in Colorado was a rep on that
was ked to come back as soon as
team and she told me that he
possible (6 weeks)." and "While I was
explicitly stated that reps who are
pregnant I was training in Arizona for 2
mothers should not be working and weeks. The trainer/manager asked me
do not make good sales people. He if 'this was my last one' in a very
want on to say that companies
sarcastic way. He laughed and said to
should not hire moms. This is
another person sitting next to us, 'can
consistent with what he told me in you believe she's pregnant and she's a
2010."
part of the 'intitial hire training class.'"
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AN

LP

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

Relevant
Quotes

"In general, the work environment
at Medicis was hostile towards
women, and especially those with
caregiving responsibilities. It was
well-known among the Sales
Specialists that many women who
became pregnant were
subsequently pushed out of the
Company. As a female who wanted
to have children eventually, I felt
that I was just a dispensable
number while working at Medicis."
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A
2

11

12

13

Initials

AO

CRR

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
Y

Relevant
Quotes

AP

AQ

AR

AS

AR

TR

N/A

"In July 2012, I
reported to my
manager that I was
being sexually
harassed by a
customer. Her
response tome
was that if I was
unahppy, I should
resign. No
alternative was
given, in regards to
taking this
customer out of
my territory. No
action was taken
by my manager in
upper
management. I
resigned on August
19, 2012."

"I had previous
situations in
jobs that were
difficlt, but
none to the
extent at
Medicis where
all upper
management
had the same
mental view of
how women
should be
treated, how
unfair and
stressful the
situation was as
employee
there."
N/A

N/A

N

N

N

Y

"In September 2011 I found out I was pregnant. I was
terrified to tell anyone at Medicis as Medicis was known to
be a 'boys Club.' I was told on multiple occasions 'Medicis
First, Family Third.' .. At 18 weeks I had to tell Randy as I
was clearly pregnant. He told me that it was 'ridiculous for
me to get pregnant at my age (I was 38) and that I will
probably have a miscarriage on the side of the road.' He
also said 'that having a baby at my age was as stupid as
those women in Africa that keep having babies when they
are not healthy enough' ... My manager kept telling me I
was too old to have children (38 yrs) and that I would have
a miscarriage in my company car which made me a liability
to Medicis. One day he was screaming at me when I was 5
months pregnant. I started to get upset and panicked while
I was driving. I passed out and had to be taken to the ER.
Randy was with me" and "Randy knew one of his reps [CS]
was going to a fertility specialist. The next day he fired her.
He drove to my house even though I was out sick. He made
me get in his car, drove to her storage unit as the witness
when he fired her. She asked him if she was getting fired
because she was trying to get pregnant."
N/A

N/A

N/A

CR

AT

ER

Y

MSB

"When I returned from FML in February of
2012 my manager Nina Franciocci (who was
promoted by Dave Woods although she was
less tenured than I was, but had no children)
asked me to call her / check in each time
when I took a break to pump milk for
breastfeeding. Nina Franciocci decided to do
multiple, consecutive day ride-alongs with me
during that time. Although Nina Franciocci
would step out of the car & go into a
Starbucks (or similar place) she would text me
& ask "How much longer will you take?" ... I
felt Nina ranciocci's comments about
breastfeeding were discriminatory,
demeaning, intolerable & created emotional
stress." and "[O]n 1-13-10 my male Manager
Dave Woods stated to me 'People without
kids work harder & travel more than you. I
don't know if you won't because you have
your family at home & don't want to leave
them or what. I think the only reason you are
here is because you can't find a better job.'"
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11

12

13

Initials

AU

DW

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
N

Relevant
Quotes

N/A

AV

VS

AW

TS

AX

DES

AY

AZ

LS

MT

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

"I had been told by my previous manager, Scott
Altman that Medicis was an old boys club and that
'You cannot be a mom and do this job!'"

N

N

N

N

N

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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11

12

13

Initials

BA

HBT

Other
N/A
Pregnancy
Discriminatio
n (Y/N)
Y

Relevant
Quotes

BB

BC

BD

BE

BF

BG

BH

BI

TT

DU

AV

PV

CW

DW

KW

ASZ

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N/A

"We were told
on a
conference call
that no other
girls on the
team can get
pregnant
because our
boss couldn't
afform any
vacant
territories."

"I was told by
Rob Nevin
that women
in the farm
would have
their babies
and go back
to work."

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

AA

EA

NA

MA

HA

LB

DEB

N

Y

Y

Y
diagnosed with
generalized +
acute anxiety. "I
had not suffered
with anxiety
before my
employment +
today I do not
suffer with it
either. It was
100% connected
to the hostile,
discriminatory
culture of
Medicis."

N

Y

N

N/A

"I have been diagnosed with alopecia, adrenal fatigue, chronic stress,
bacterial enteritis, hormone disorders, sinusitis, disturbance Sulphur
amino acid metabolites, irritable bowel, unspecified constipation,
candida enteritis, vitamin deficiency, adrenal disorder, insomnia, and
celiac disease."

N/A

15

Symptoms

N/A

stress, anxiety, marital
prblems due to
anxiety, worried about disagreement about
losing job, panic
work hours, lack of
attacks
work/life balance

16

Medication

N/A

anti-anxiety and antidepression medicaton N/A

Xanax,
Alprazolam

N/A

Zoloft, Xanax, Klonopin

N/A

No

Yes- HR

Yes-HR

Yes-EEOC

No

17

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
No

No
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A
2

14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

I

J

L

M

BSB

KB

LB

LC

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

"I also am attaching a letter from my Obstetrician who wrote in
response to what he said was undue stress during a pregnancy.
anxiety, depression, panic
He put me on an anti-depressant called Zoloft during the second
attacks for constant fear of trimester of my pregnancy for anxiety. When I would see him I
being put on a performance would explain the anxiety was about my employer, Regional
improvement plan
Manager, VP of Sales and the stress they were putting me under
regarding my job. When he saw the letter he decided he would
have me start my maternity leave on January 23rd, 2004. I went
into pre-term labor and delivered my son a month earlier than
his due date, January 16th, 2004. There is no way of knowing if
this was a result of the stress and worry that I endured during
the pregnancy regarding my job and their performance
Xanax, Wellbutrin
measurements."

Y- EEOC

No

Yes- EEOC

15

Symptoms

Added stress + lack
of self-confidence in
my career due to
termination based
on rumor
N/A

16

Medication

N/A

17

K

SB

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
No

Y- HR
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14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

15

Symptoms

16

Medication

17

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

RC

DC

LC-G

KD

MD

CD

SD

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N/A

anxiety, stress, lack of
energy, sad & crying.
Diagnosed with
depressive disorder

anxiety, high blood
pressure, depression
over job

N/A

Lexapro

Cymbalta, Lexapro,
Xanax

heart palpitations,
headaches, back
and neck pain,
anxiety, insomnia anxiety
Norvasc and
Caridzem
(hypertension);
Maxalt
(headaches);
Betablockers
(anxiety)
Xanax

Y- HR and mgmt and EEOC

Yes-HR

Yes-HR

No

immense stress, anxiety and
strain on my personal
relationships. Diagnosed with
generalized anxiety.
N/A

N/A
N/A
N- "Because reports I had
made to my manager in the
Complaint to past were ignored and
instead I was punished and
HR,
management, retaliated against, I no longer
or EEOC?
felt it was a safe or effective
(Y/N)
option."
No

No
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14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

U

V

W

X

Y

AF

MF

NF

TG

MG

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Stress; work-related stress's effects on my unborn child

Anxiety and depression, career consultation &
mental health therapy

15

Symptoms

N/A

anxiety, stress, insomnia,
weight loss

sleep and skin
disorced caused
by stress
(dermagraphia)

16

Medication

N/A

Lexapro, Ambien,
Propanolol, Xanax

Adarax and
Ambien

N/A

Effexor and Wellbutrin

Yes-HR

Yes-HR

No

No

17

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
No
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Z

AA

AB

AC

AD

LI

FK

RK

MK

KK

14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

N

N

N

N

N

15

Symptoms

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

"I was speaking to a coworker and she had
mentioned that almost everyone in the
Aesthetic Sales Force was either taking
Xanax, Ambien or was on some other
prescription drug for anxiety or depression
or sleep deprivation."
N/A

No

No

No

16

17

Medication

N/A

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
Y- HR, mgmt, EEOC

No
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14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

AE

AF

AG

AH

AI

AJ

LL

RM

JM

MMT

CAM

AN

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

"I dealt with
these issues with
my immediate
family. My
symptoms
created
emotional and
mental daily
stress."
N/A

N/A

15

Symptoms

anxiety, stress; extreme stress during
pregnancy

work-related stress,
anxiety & trauma.
Diagnosed with
major depression &
anxiety
N/A

16

Medication

N/A

Zoloft, Klonopin,
Restoril, Prozac

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes-HR

No

No

No

No

17

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
Y-HR
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A
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14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

AK

AL

AM

BO

DP

JMP

Y

Y

Y

15

Symptoms

diagnosed with anxiety

Diagnosed with migraines,
rheumatoid arthritis flare

depression- bipolar. Post-pardum
depression. "Depression / post-pardum
depression became more substantial
being pushed to come back to work as
soon as possible. It was frowned upon
by my manager to take any longer off."

16

Medication

Xanax, Lexapro

Topamax, enbrel, methotrexate

Lamictol, Prozac.

Y- HR

Y- training manager

17

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
Y- HR and EEOC
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A
2

AN

LP

14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

15

Symptoms

N/A

16

Medication

N/A

17

N

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
Y-EEOC
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14

15

16

17

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

Symptoms

Medication

AO

AP

AQ

AR

AS

AT

CRR

ER

AR

TR

CR

MSB

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Stress-related fainting while pregnant

diagnosed with stress,
anxiety, depression.

N/A

diagnosed with
general anxiety situational
N/A

diagnosed with depression & anxiety

N/A

anti-depressants /
therapy

N/A

cognitive
behavioral
therapy

Lexapro & Ativan

Y- management & HR

Y- management

Y- HR and EEOC N

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
Y- HR

N/A

Y- HR
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2

14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

AU

AV

AW

AX

AY

AZ

DW

VS

TS

DES

LS

MT

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N/A

diagnosed with depression, anxiety

15

Symptoms

N/A

diagnosed wih
anxiety, mild
depression

16

Medication

N/A

N/A

N/A

Xanax, Prozac

anxietyinsomniadiagnosed with anxiety/depression as well as
depression
chronic back pain
"Xanax,
Trazadone,
Lexapro and
several other
[illegible ] which I
could not
tolerate"
Diazepam, Lunesta, anti-depressants

Y-HR

N

N

Y- HR

17

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
N

Y- HR and EEOC
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BA

BB

BC

BD

BE

BF

BG

BH

BI

HBT

TT

DU

AV

PV

CW

DW

KW

ASZ

14

Initials
Medical
Health
Provider
(Y/N)

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

15

Symptoms

diagnosed with major depressive disorder

N/A

N/A

N/A

stress

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

16

Medication

Cymbalta

N/A

N/A

N/A

Xanax

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

17

Complaint to
HR,
management,
or EEOC?
(Y/N)
N

